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With the start of the much anticipated law suit of Native American Studies professor, Joseph Giovannetti, against the university over accusations of racist actions. When faced with

the dilemma of designing this cover with absolutely no stock photos of Dr. Giovannetti, it was
decided to design a completely hand drawn cover, despite possible fears of editorializing. This
cover took more planning and work than any other cover I have designed, and I’m proud to
present it to you.
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In the last issue, in the Week in Photos, Jesse Jonathon played in the Calypso
iBand, but his name was incorrectly stated as Jesse Franzen.
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In the last issue, in the fishing, yachting and sea story, Dellard Graves’ nick-
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Professor sues over possible discrimination
Protest against police brutality
marches through town

Monday at 1:15 p.m., Humboldt State students took part in a walkout to protest police brutality. (left to right) Forestry. conservation
freshman Erica Stephens, undeclared freshman Joseph Uglick, and
undeclared freshman Diego Cordero stood together in peaceful
opposition before marching to the Plaza with about thirty others.
The group called out chants like, “2, 4, 6, 8, Stop the violence, Stop
the hate!”

They
local law
know we
properly,

also spoke about the alarming number of citizens killed by
enforcement in the last two years. “I think police need to
are watching them,” Cordero said. “They need to do their job
and that means protecting people.”

“The removal had to do with him not doing a
program review,’ Brisso said. “I think it’s important
to note that even after he filed his EEOC (Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission) complaint,
he was reappointed as department chair. If the
University wanted to retaliate against him they
wouldn't have reappointed him.”
Brisso said the Native American Studies
department was scheduled for a curriculum review
for the 2002/2003 school
year.
The
department
[Native
requested and was granted

Terria Smith
Staff Reporter

When Joseph Giovannetti returned to his alma
mater as a professor, he did so not only to teach in his
area of expertise, but also to teach about his heritage.
Fourteen years later, Giovannetti is in the midst
of a trial that began Monday against Humboldt
State University for his removal
as
Native
American
Studies
department chair, something he
“Replacing
claims was done as a retaliatory act
American Studies] chair
of discrimination.
positions
with
people
Giovannetti, a member of
Smith River Rancheria (a tribe of
from other departments
Tolowa Indians), said his removal
is just a slap in the face.”
happened in 2005, one year
after filing a grievance with the
University along with a complaint
Lorraine Taggart
with
the Equal
Employment
Yurok tribal member
Opportunity

Commission,

a

federal agency that investigates
possible discriminatory practices. He also said his
removal happened within an hour of receiving a
right-to-sue letter from the commission.
“Nothing ever became of the grievance. The EEOC
(Equal Employment Opportunity Commission)
complaint turned into a lawsuit,” Giovannetti said.
Paul Brisso, a Humboldt State alum and attorney
representing the University in the case, said
Giovannetti’s chairmanship removal had nothing to
do with discrimination.

a one-year extension. Brisso

said Giovannetti did not
complete a review for that
year. In the 2004/2005 school
year, when the review was
two years overdue, Brisso
said Giovannetti still did not
produce the review and this
is the reason he was removed
as department chair.
Lorraine

‘Taggart,

the Giovannetti case, was working as a temporary

secretary for the
department in 2004.

Native

American

Studies.

see PROFESSOR, page 6
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Yurok tribal member said, “He was the only fulltime, tenured professor there and he was expected
to chair, do program reviews and basically run the
whole department.”
Taggart, who is scheduled to be a witness in

The new BSS building rife with cracks and buldges,
unversity says its safe
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A skateboarder cruises down Laurel Drive Monday morning. UPD is stepping up efforts to curb the
amount of skateboarders and cyclists that are running stop signs on campus.
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“For the last two or three years I’ve been
frightened to be a pedestrian,’ Haag said, “because
’ skateboarders and bicyclists are rude.”
Rebecca Stauffer, director of the health center, is
If George Szabo brought his skateboard to a
concerned
because of the injuries she has seen at the
complete stop at the bottom of the hill on the corner
Student Health Center - sprained ankles and wrists
of Harpst and B streets, he wouldn't have to appear
and
one head injury.
in court next month.
“It is a real concern to me when I see students not
University Police ticketed Szabo, a freshman
wearing
helmets,’ Stauffer said. “I witnessed a bike
majoring in environmental resource engineering, for
crash, a student with
failure to stop at a stop sign.
no helmet riding where
Now he has to take time out
bikes
are not allowed,
of his busy school schedule to
and she hit a planter.”
appear before a traffic court
“Pedestrians are not traffic
Stauffer said
the
judge in Eureka and pay a
cones
for
skateboarders
to
female
student
was
fine for doing something he
listening
to
an
mp3
slam through.”
knew was wrong.
player and not focused
“It was a bad choice on
on
what was going
my part,” Szabo said. “I was
Natalie Landreneaux
Staff Reporter

at fault”
If you ride a bicycle or
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“So far, there have not been any really serious
injuries this semester,’ Dewey said in an e-mail, “but
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(Grateful

on

Thomas “Tom” Dewey
Cavey Stes St

beware. University Police
Chief Thomas Dewey said
the department is ratcheting up the education and
enforcement programs regarding skateboarding and
bicycling because there have been many complaints
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listening to music when

they’re riding, because
they are going to miss
important safety cues,” Stauffer said.
University Police distributed yellow pamphlets
throughout campus that explain the university code
and the California vehicle code regarding bicycles

and skateboards.
Dewey said the department is paying officers

overtime to squeeze in a few stops because there
have been so many violations recently. He hopes

the stepped-up enforcement will stem the tide of
violations before they become the cultural norm.

“Pedestrians are not traffic cones for skateboarders
to slam through,” Dewey said.

Jeff Haag, an associate math professor, can relate

Presents

ee telex eRe kS: w

into a faculty member, into disabled students, into
our UPD parking van, cyclists crashing into planters
and cars.”

around her.
“People shouldn't be

Bucky

Walters

to these stories because a skateboarder struck him
last year as he was walking from his office to his class
in Siemens Hall.

got something to say about this article?
comment at www.thejackoniline.org
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Community group focuses
on emergency response
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Liz Villareal, Jim Goddess and Richard Stepp assist the Arcata Fire Department with medical ops
during full scale drill on January 26, 2007 outside of Creekview apartments.
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Program volunteers provide a grassroots response
team trained to arrive first at an emergency scene.

“A disaster could happen years from now, or
tomorrow. We know that we are ready to be called
When an earthquake, tsunami, fire or other
in to help," Wells said. "In the first few hours after a
widespread disaster strikes Arcata, will we be
disaster, CERT members will be there to lessen the
ready? A group of local volunteers known as The
chaos and begin to organize rescue efforts."
Community Emergency Response Team is making
Christi Hawkins-Smith, a Humboldt State student
sure that we are.
and volunteer said being prepared for an emergency
‘The emergency response program educates
on an individual level is important.
that
hazards
for
preparedness
disaster
about
people
"My best advice is to get informed and get
may impact their area. Volunteers are trained in basic
involved," she said. “Find out what you and your
disaster
response
family need be selfskills, such as fire
sufficient for up to a
“In the first few hours after a disaster,
safety, light search
week if necessary."
lessen
to
there
be
will
and rescue, team
members
Hawkins-Smith
CERT
organization
and
said
that emergency
the chaos and begin to organize rescue
disaster
medical
personnel
in
efforts.”
operations.
Humboldt
County
The team is a
would be completely
group of students
Harry Wells
overwhelmed
and staff here to
widespread
a
in
Sciences
Associate Dean of College of Arts, Humanities and Social
assist
emergency
emergency,
making
personnel,
said
CERT an important
Brooke
Crowderasset
to
the
Fiore, co-coordinator for the program.
community.
"We are awfully isolated here in Humboldt
“There just aren't enough resources to ensure all
County," she said. "It could take as long as three days
communities will have assistance," she said. "CERT
for help to arrive from the outside."
makes [Humboldt State] better prepared to deal
on
rely
couldn't
Arcata
said
Crowder-Fiore
with a disaster."
help from outside if an emergency were to strike.
Co-coordinator Jane Hansen said the CERT
more,
train
to
need
we
and
Volunteers are necessary
program is recruiting new members right now.
she said.
"We have orientations coming up. Individuals
kind
any
in
people
"We train students to rescue
who volunteer will go through a 24 hour training
many
so
only
are
“There
said.
she
emergency,"
of
and instruction session," she said. "Our strategies are
be
will
they
emergency]
police officers and [in an
based on what the Red Cross does. We are trained to
busy elsewhere."
handle any kind of emergency."
Crowder-Fiore said the program is open to all
Students who are interested in training for the
Humboldt State students.
CERT program can sign up or ask questions through
Associate Dean of the College of Arts, Humanities
CERT@humboldt.edu. There will be an orientation
"CERT
said,
Wells
Harry
and Social Sciences
session Wednesday, Nov. 7, 5:00 to 6:00 p.m. in SBS
members are trained to do the greatest good for the
405.
greatest number of people, in the shortest amount
~~ got something to say about this article?
comment at www.thejackonline.org
of time."
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A skateboarder cruises down Laurel Drive Monday morning. UPD is stepping up efforts to curb the
amount of skateboarders and cyclists that are running stop signs on campus.
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injuries this semester,’ Dewey said in an e-mail, “but
I have received reports of a skateboarder slamming
into a faculty member, into disabled students, into
our UPD parking van, cyclists crashing into planters
and cars.”

around her.
“People shouldn't be
listening to music when

they’re riding, because
they are going to miss
important safety cues,” Stauffer said.
University Police distributed yellow pamphlets
throughout campus that explain the university code

and the California vehicle code regarding bicycles
and skateboards.
Dewey said the department is paying officers
overtime to squeeze in a few stops because there
have been so many violations recently. He hopes
the stepped-up enforcement will stem the tide of

violations before they become the cultural norm.
“Pedestrians are not traffic cones for skateboarders
to slam through,” Dewey said.

Jeff Haag, an associate math professor, can relate

to these stories because a skateboarder struck him

Presents

Bluegrass

and people, skateboarders and cars, as well as bicycle
accidents.

“So far, there have not been any really serious

Halloween Blowout w/Ponche

Passton

Thomas “Tom” Dewey
University Police Chief

and stories about collisions between skateboarders
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frightened to be a pedestrian,” Haag said, “because
Staff Reporter
' skateboarders and bicyclists are rude.”
Rebecca Stauffer, director of the health center, is
If George Szabo brought his skateboard to a
concerned
because of the injuries she has seen at the
complete stop at the bottom of the hill on the corner
Student Health Center - sprained ankles and wrists
of Harpst and B streets, he wouldn't have to appear
and
one head injury.
in court next month.
“It is a real concern to me when I see students not
University Police ticketed Szabo, a freshman
wearing
helmets,” Stauffer said. “I witnessed a bike
majoring in environmental resource engineering, for
crash, a student with
failure to stop at a stop sign.
no helmet riding where
Now he has to take time out
bikes
are not allowed,
of his busy school schedule to
and she hit a planter.”
appear before a traffic court
“Pedestrians are not traffic
Stauffer
said
the
judge in Eureka and pay a
cones
for
skateboarders
to
female
student
was
fine for doing something he
listening
to
an
mp3
slam through.”
knew was wrong.
player and not focused
“It was a bad choice on
on
what was going
my part,” Szabo said. “I was

beware. University Police
Chief Thomas Dewey said
the department is ratcheting up the education and
enforcement programs regarding skateboarding and
bicycling because there have been many complaints

10/26
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“For the last two or three years I’ve been

Natalie Landreneaux

at fault”
If you ride a bicycle or
a skateboard on campus,
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Walters

last year as he was walking from his office to his class
in Siemens Hall.
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team trained to arrive first at an emergency scene.

“A disaster could happen years from now, or
tomorrow. We know that we are ready to be called
When an earthquake, tsunami, fire or other
in to help,” Wells said. "In the first few hours after a
widespread disaster strikes Arcata, will we be
disaster, CERT members will be there to lessen the
ready? A group of local volunteers known as The
chaos and begin to organize rescue efforts."
Community Emergency Response Team is making
Christi Hawkins-Smith, a Humboldt State student
sure that we are.
and volunteer said being prepared for an emergency
educates
program
response
emergency
The
on an individual level is important.
people about disaster preparedness for hazards that
"My best advice is to get informed and get
basic
in
trained
are
Volunteers
area.
may impact their
involved," she said. "Find out what you and your
disaster
response
family need be selfskills, such as fire
sufficient for up to a
“In the first few hours after a disaster,
safety, light search
week if necessary.”
lessen
and rescue, team
Hawkins-Smith
CERT members will be there to
organization
and
said that emergency
the chaos and begin to organize rescue
in
disaster
medical
personnel
”
operations.
efforts.
Humboldt
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Program volunteers provide a grassroots response

a

students
here to
emergency

would be completely
Harry
Wells
Social Sciences
Associate Dean of College of Arts, Humanities and

personnel,
said
Brooke
CrowderFiore, co-coordinator for the program.
"We are awfully isolated here in Humboldt
County," she said. "It could take as long as three days
for help to arrive from the outside."
Crowder-Fiore said Arcata couldn't rely on
help from outside if an emergency were to strike.
Volunteers are necessary and we need to train more,
she said.
"We train students to rescue people in any kind
of emergency,” she said. “There are only so many
police officers and [in an emergency] they will be
busy elsewhere."
Crowder-Fiore said the program is open to all
Humboldt State students.
Associate Dean of the College of Arts, Humanities
and Social Sciences Harry Wells said, "CERT
members are trained to do the greatest good for the
greatest number of people, in the shortest amount
of time."

oe
widespread
a
in
-

emergency,

CERT
asset

making

an important
_— to
the

community.
“There just aren't enough resources to ensure all
communities will have assistance,” she said. "CERT
makes [Humboldt State] better prepared to deal
with a disaster."
Co-coordinator Jane Hansen said the CERT
program is recruiting new members right now.
"We have orientations coming up. Individuals
who volunteer will go through a 24 hour training
and instruction session," she said. "Our strategies are
based on what the Red Cross does. We are trained to
handle any kind of emergency."
Students who are interested in training for the
CERT program can sign up or ask questions through

CERT@humboldt.edu. There will be an orientation
session Wednesday, Nov. 7, 5:00 to 6:00 p.m. in SBS
405.

~~~got something to say about this article?
comment at www.thejackonline.org
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Back Pain? Neck Pain?
Headaches?

We Can Help
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Chiropractors

McKinleyville, CA

“This was something campus-wide,” Brisso said. “Not just [Native
American Studies].”

ARCATA, CA

WWW.MAZZOTTIS.COM

ENTERTAINMENT GROUP PRESENTS :
Oct 12th...... SNOWBOARD

to him by administration that they did not want to hire faculty who
shared his ideology.
“One of those candidates who were recommended by Giovannetti
was hired,” Brisso said.
Giovannetti said the candidate hired was Marlon Sherman.
Following Sherman's hire the search for the second faculty member
for Native American Studies was canceled, an action that Brisso said
was carried out indiscriminately.

839-6300
ON THE PLAZA

Movie Premiere

Tickets at the door

Oct 13th...... Seeds of Truth Tour (Reggae)

In addition to Native American Studies, the university administration
canceled 13 faculty searches due to budget constraints, Brisso said.
“They use the budget as an excuse,” Taggart said. “Everybody's
cutting, but Native American Studies was hit first.”
Paul Mann, official spokesperson for Humboldt State University said
he was not at liberty to comment on this issue in order to not release
any information that may be considered prejudicial toward the case.
Since Giovannetti’s removal, professors outside of the department,
including fisheries professor Kristine Brenneman, have chaired the
department. Currently, psychology professor Bettye Elmore who has
Native American heritage is chairing the department.
“Replacing [Native American Studies] chair positions with people
from other departments is just a slap in the face,” Taggart said. “You
don't hire people who don’t know grammar to teach English, or people
who don't know math running that department.”

got something to say about this article? comment
at www. thejackonline.org
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Oct 19th...... 5 Dolla to make a Holla!
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DJ Dance Party: Tickets at the door $5.00
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Our crispy thin crust topped with
creamy garlic sauce, three 100%
real cheeses, fresh mushrooms,

Adv Tickets $18.00

At the door $20.00

spinach

ROCKTOBERFEST !!!
Adv Tickets $10.00

and Roma $
Go
tomatoes!
Less Carbs, Less Calories
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During the replacement process, Giovannetti said it was made clear

Traditional and Low Force Techniques

1781 Central Avenue

from page 3
Giovannetti began as a full-time lecturer in the Ethnic Studies
department teaching Native American studies classes. When Native
American Studies became a major of its own, the only one of its kind in
the California State University system, he was a part of the transition,
eventually becoming the chairman of the department.
“I want to be reinstated as department chair,’ Giovannetti said.
This case is not the first time the university administration has
been at odds with the department. Native American Studies professors
Joseph Durpis and Kathleen Hill, along with Giovannetti, alleged
discrimination and sued the university in 1999. After an undisclosed
settlement, Durpis and Hill left the university. Giovannetti remained at
Humboldt State receiving back pay and tenure.
Giovannetti said part of the terms with the settlement in the 1999
case was that the University agreed to hire two new faculty members
for the Native American Studies department to replace Hill and Dupris.

www.mazzottis.com
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Our traditional red sauce, three
100% real cheeses, salami,
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Jocelyn Orr
Staff Reporter

Arcata is known as a trailblazer for progressive
’ policy. "Arcata led the way, back in the 1990s,"
Bill Quarles, executive director for Bio-Integral
Resources Center said. Arcata banned pesticide use
years before San Francisco did.
The City of Arcata placed a moratorium on
pesticides over 20 years ago. Now, ordinances force
the city to look at alternative methods first.
This ban has an impact on all areas of the city including the grass between sidewalks and the road
spaces, the community forest and wetlands. ‘The city
also manages over 25 parks and playing fields, as
well as 12 buildings.
Despite the city's efforts to eliminate pesticide
use Humboldt State University is still using two
pesticides known as One-Shot and Round-Up.
Dan Diemer, parks superintendent for the City
of Arcata, said not using pesticides takes training,
planning, appropriate design and management.
The city takes advantage of community groups
that will volunteer to plant and maintain flowers in
roundabouts and on the Arcata Plaza.
“From a national perspective, awareness [about
pesticides] is growing. A lot of cities are passing
ordinances, moratoriums, and creating reduction
plans,” Diemer said. San Francisco, Santa Cruz and
Seattle all have pesticide-reduction plans.
Pesticide-reduction plans are part of a movement
toward integrated pest management, where the
least toxic methods are encouraged. Integrated pest
management “is a coherent method that involves

cultural controls," Quarles said.

Cultural controls change the way landscapes are
managed. Landscapes are grown and maintained in
ways that make them pest resistant. This prevents
infestation from occurring and pesticides from

being used.

The city's pest-control plan is not absolute. “In
a case of extreme infestation, we can go to the city
council to get approval,” Diemer said. ‘The city wants
to ensure they can still protect the health and safety
of the public in an emergency.

When the city kills weeds, natural pesticides are

used, Diemer said. "We use ‘Burnout’ which is a
combination of clove oil and vinegar."
Burnout is considered natural because it is not

a synthetic chemical. Weeds have been killed in
parking lots for two years with Burnout.
Humboldt State historically used vinegar to kill
weeds. Vinegar is what the gardening specialists
at the university are supposed to reach for before
resorting to Round-Up.
Patty Clay, program director of Californians for
Alternatives to Toxics, said in the past "when you
walked around the campus you could smell the
vinegar. It wasn't perfect." But it wasn't Round-Up.
‘The city faces the same constraints as Humboldt
State.in staffing. Resources are stretched thin, so the
city grows plants it has time to maintain. They don't
plant many shrubs and trees that require intensive
maintenance. Native plants are grown because they
need less attention.
"Native plants are a primary choice [in integrated
pest management] they are already adapted to the
local situation,” Quarles said. When exotic or non-

native plants are grown gardeners have to force them
into existing in a climate and habitat they are not
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-used to, he said.

Fields get sick and then weeds grow. The city
mitigates this by mowing, irrigating, and overseeding the fields. They also lower their standards

929 Broadway (Off Highway 101) « Eureka « California 95501

about how fields should look. We still want the fields
to be safe for the athletes, Diemer said. "Just like any
human, [fields] get stressed out.”

(707) 444-9636
www.leons-carcare.com

On the playing fields, like the Arcata Baseball
Park and the Sports field near the community center,
they try to limit the number of hours the fields get
used.
The Plaza is a 24-hour operation. As the heart
of Arcata it is a high traffic, high profile area. The
city has higher standards for the Plaza than it does
for other areas. The Arcata Plaza Beautification
Committee works to gather volunteers to plant

bulbs, maintain flowerbeds and collect trash around

the plaza. The committee maintains all but four
beds. They get donations of organic plant food, soil
and flowers from local businesses.
"It's a community effort,” Diemer said.
Landscapers like Katie Beoknat, make it possible
to have a beautiful, pesticide-free plaza. “It's pretty
rewarding," Beoknat said. "Everybody thanks you as
you are working. It gives our landscaping business
good [publicity]. It's great to be a community
gardening member."
arraens
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Q-Fest brings love to HSU
Adkins said that not many people attended the film festival that year. The only people there
to watch the films were the people who helped put it together. In the end, she decided it
_ Staff Reporter
didn’t matter.
“We're here for love and support of each other,’ she said, “if that happens with two
people, that’s fine.”
Assassins, tattoo artists and homeless teenagers headlined Q-Fest this year.
When Adkins co-founded Q-Fest, she considered herself straight. That year, not many
All three were main characters in films at the Qross Qultural Film Festival. This year,
people showed up. Adkins sees the large turnout for the event this year as positive tor the
Q-Fest featured nine movies and keynote speaker Amber Sharp. Sharp is a writer and
director with a project underway for a TV series called, “Don't Go.” It focuses on the
queer community and herself. The count of people in attendance ranged from a low 20
dynamics of tenants in a four-plex apartment in Los Angeles. The pilot show includes
to a high of 65. That kind of support is a good thing for Adkins, who came out two years
ago.
a transgender woman and a mix of gay people.
“Now that I am out,” she said, “it’s beautiful that people are here
The show helps shed gay stereotypes and shines
for me.”
a light on people who are rarely represented in
Movies are a venue that allow audiences to see the completeness
the media.
)
;
h
i. i
have
people
in
all
people, said Porscha Cobbs, a major in sociology with a minor
that
struggles
The
Paik-Nicely, director of the
Marylyn
in ethnic studies and multicultural queer studies. She is one of the
MultiCultural Center at Humboldt
State
with love [are] universal.”
organizers
for the event this year. When it comes to issues of sexuality
University, said that the movies featured at
and race she said, it is important that people have an open venue to
Q-Fest this year aimed to do the same. To do
Marylyn
Paik-Nicely
discuss difficult themes.
that, the organizers of Q-Fest grounded the
director of the MultiCultural Center
“People can have different opinions about the films,” she said, “and
films with a theme that most people can relate
that’s okay.”
to - love.
Cobbs chose the films for this year's Q-Fest not because they are
“The struggles that people have with love
gay films, but because they showcase people who are in love. These
[are] universal,” Paik-Nicely said.
people are gay, she said, but that doesn't define them. The goal of the
Room 118 in Founders Hall at Humboldt
movies is to humanize gay people, to help break down the stereotypes that society has
State looked like the inside of a movie theatre last Saturday. Organizers set up a concession
assigned to them and reveal the people who exist beneath the labels.
stand with candy, snacks, hot chocolate and tea just inside the door. Organizers set
To associate the word queer with Q-Fest may seem negative, but Paik-Nicely sees it as
everything at a cost of 75 cents. Some people bought snacks, but Paik-Nicely had her own
a good thing. Gay, lesbian, transgender and bi-sexual people don’t use the word to define
idea.
As the festival wound down, she started to hand stuff out for free. First she gave away
who they are. This generation has reclaimed the word, she said. They have united under
free tea. At the end of “Spider Lilly’s,’ a film about a lesbian couple in China who expressed
the word “queer.”
Like the founders from the MultiCultural Center at Humboldt State, who started
their love through a blog, Paik-Nicely handed out truffles for free. Free chocolate and an
Q-Fest as an event that includes everyone, the open use of the word queer is a way to
environment that welcomes everyone is a tradition at Q-Fest.
The movie festival begins each year with the chocolate reception. As one of the founders
break down stereotypes and unite people.
of Q-Fest, Paris Adkins helped organize the first chocolate reception. Organizers held it
Q-Fest will continue to do that through movies about love, compassion and the
before they showed the first film, “Chocolate Babies,” a film about African-American gay
universal struggle for what it means to be human. Paik-Nicely already has a few movies
activists in New York.
lined up for next year.
Adkins graduated from Humboldt State in 2005. She drove all the way from Oakland
“IT hope people will see them,” she said.
to attend this year’s Q-Fest. “It’s my baby,” she said.
got something to say about this article?
The first Q-Fest she helped organize in 2003 had to compete with the Iraq War protest.
David Garrison
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Campus drinking,
enforcement, on the rise
Brett Sheills

He

added

that a recent

grant

to local

law

Staff Reporter

enforcement,
administered
by the California
Highway
Patrol, gives University Police new

Moving away from home into the dorms, you
have the chance to do just about whatever you
want. You can drink in the afternoon, or do your
homework. The weekend could start early, or you
could be buried in reading.
“The party starts on Thirsty Thursday," said Alex
Nizhnikov, a marine biology freshman living in
Redwood Hall. "I don't have class on Friday."
With no curfew, Nizhnikov said, he drinks more

resources to target drunken drivers near campus.
"If you're at a kegger with hundreds of people
getting hammered,” Dewey said, "UPD, APD, and

frequently but more responsibly. Students can drink

every weekend for the whole month for less than $10
if they find house parties in town, Nizhnikov said.
Humboldt State University Residence Life
Coordinator Nick Sweeton said, "With 1,400 people

living on campus, we can't control their individual
choices." What they can control is how the school
responds to them.
Humboldt State's judicial approach is less punitive
and more educational, giving students the tools to
make good choices as they gain more freedom and
self-accountability, Sweeton said
Ihe goal of residence hall activities is to help
students build positive social relationships not based
on alcohol and drugs, he said. The residence halls
have a three-strike policy for substance abuse, with
punishments ranging from online alcohol education
to removal from housing.
"Every year, we have roughly the same number
of violations,’ Sweeton said, but the vast majority
of students in the residence halls don't ever get in
trouble with the housing staff.
Jay Burke, a freshman from Ventura, Calif.
and resident in the Canyon, said that he definitely
worries about the consequences of violating housing
policy when he thinks about drinking or smoking in
the dorms. Burke said that he usually gets his own
alcohol, and drinks at parties off-campus and walks
home.

"I drink more now," Burke said, "but I feel like I'm
more responsible with it."
According to the 2006 Clery Report, a summary
of on-campus crime statistics available online, far
fewer students were disciplined by housing for
violations of their substance policy last year than in
2005.

The report showed 97 disciplinary referrals in
2006, compared to 156 the year before.
Arrests for on-campus liquor violations were
up last year, however, almost doubling in the past
year from 14 to 26, the report said. ‘That number is
still far below the drug arrests, which have hovered
around 80 the past two years.
University Police Chief Tom Dewey said that
increase was caused by a six-month grant from the
state Alcohol and Beverage Control that paid for
more staffing and targeted enforcement of violations
in early 2006.
Dewey said that his officers see contact with
students as an educational opportunity, but that
they don't routinely investigate alcohol problems in
the dorms. Dewey said students are most commonly
confronted by University Police when they are
drinking in public places on campus, drawing
attention to themselves by being loud. Violating
students then receive a citation in addition to a
disciplinary referral to housing.

CHP will be there with a visible presence, pulling

over impaired drivers."
Underage drinking is a problem every school has
to deal with, Dewey said, and Humboidt

State has
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Chico State, which houses about 500 more
students than Humboldt, has adopted a much more

proactive stance toward drinking on campus said
Lizanne Leach, the judicial coordinator for Chico's

residence halls.
Since changing their substance policy from threestrikes to two, and requiring all incoming freshmen
to take the online alcohol course, said Leach, Chico
has seen a huge drop in disciplinary referrals.
"Drinking has gone down a lot since we've
tightened the rules,” Leach said.
Leach said Chico's new policy adds community
service to the list of punishments for dorm-room
drinkers, and removes second-offenders from
housing.
Before tightening their substance policy before
the start of the 2005 school year, Chico disciplined
782 students for alcohol and 65 for drugs in 2004.
Chico's 2006 Clery Report shows 433 referrals for
alcohol - nearly half of the school's 2004 total.
Leach said that the most important change to
Chico's policy was increased education for parents
during orientation about the consequences of
drinking in the dorms.
At Humboldt State, incoming freshmen sit
through a workshop during orientation about
substance choices led by the Student Health Center
and North Coast Rape Crisis.
The Health Center's alcohol and drug specialist,
Vincent Feliz, said that he doesn't think drinking is
a big problem for Humboldt's students.
Humboldt's small drinking scene and the strict
housing rules deter binge drinking, Feliz said, but
the area's stronger marijuana often affects students
more than they expect.
“When a student's substance use becomes an
issue with classes and relationships, it is a prominent
problem," Feliz said. About five students are referred
to the counseling center each week for housing
violations and another four or five come on their
own to help control their substance use.
"We work with students to meet their goals,"
Feliz said. "We want all our students to be safe and
successful.”
Redwood Hall resident Bryan Rager, a botany
freshman, doesn't think that drinking is a problem
for his friends, and he said he smokes less marijuana
now than when he lived in a suburb of Yosemite.
“The pot's way better and cheaper,” Rager said,
“so you just don't have to smoke as much.”
Rager said he usually shies away from shots
when drinking, trying to get buzzed when he parties
instead of getting trashed.
"You can do whatever," Rager said. "You just have
to be smart.”
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Clery Report: reviewing campus safety
Humboldt State University released the 2006 Clery
Report on Oct.l. The Report accounts for reported
crimes on campus property, such as the residence halls.
University Police Chief Tom Dewey describes the Report
as “a comprehensive report of all procedures at [Humboldt
State] about safety and security.”
For some, the report offers something to think about:
the safety status of the Humboldt campus. There are
statistics for reported crimes, as well as what is on the
rise. In looking at these reports and increases, how does
Humboldt compare to a school like Cal State University
Long Beach? Whether or not
this campus is safe depends on
who is asked.
AN
ee
I=
ave
The
report
is
named
after a 19-year-old Jeanne
Clery, from Leigh University
in Pennsylvania.
She
was
murdered as she slept in her
residence hall room in 1986.
It includes crimes of murder,
sexual offenses, burglary, and

A

“If the crime happens to you or someone you know, it
can be devastating,” he said, “but if it doesn't, people take
notice, but don't feel compelled to act.”
University Police officer Kris Mechals agrees about the
safety of the campus. “I do feel its safe,’ she said. “With
10,000 people on campus including students, faculty, and
staff, it’s a city in itself, one in which our [crime] statistics
are very low.”
However, some students, such as Pyschology junion
Teresa Schrader only feel safe during the day. “I get jumpy
at night, since there is not enough lighting.” She also said
she worries about the amount of protection on campus.
The statistics for violent crimes at Humboldt are
comparably low. California State University Long Beach's
Report shows higher numbers of motor vehicle thefts.
However, their drug and alcohol reports are less than
Humboldt State's.
In 2006, there were 29 drug abuse violations on Long
Beach's campus, 12 of them in the residence halls, and
26 of them on public property. Compared to the 77 on
Humboldt State's campus, 76 of those from within the
residence halls.
However, two crimes are more violent at Long Beach,
with higher numbers. There were 58 motor vehicle thefts
in 2006, and four sexual assault/ rape reports. Chief Dewey
said, “The thing you have to keep in mind is how many
more students they have at [CSU] Long Beach.”
“At one point, there were women getting grabbed on the
Long Beach campus,” he said, “so they had to hire outside
help from police offers, mostly because the campus is so
close to an urban area.”
Mechals said she feels the advantages of having few
calls regarding threats to personal safety is the time for
investigations. “Calls for service don't keep us swamped,”
she said. “We can spend more investigating and being a
part of the campus and being proactive.”
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of liquor
arrests
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law

violations is 245.

others.

Additionally, the jump in burglaries is attributed to an
individual, random circumstance. In 2006, there were 19
reported burglaries - but 14 of them were from one event.

Dewey said, “Someone broke into the University Annex
one night, and kicked in 14 doors. Each of those doors
counts as one burglary.”
Unfortunately, there has also been an increase in sexual

[marijuana] has tried to hurt me”

Since the residence halls count as a portion of the oncampus reports, the total numbers are even higher. No
patterns of the past five years would suggest there are any
crimes on the decline.
King said he feels safe on campus because what he
considers a crime is not active here. “I worry about my
safety and the safety of my property, but I’m pleased with
campus security.”
Despite the rise in certain crimes, many would call this
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The drug law arrests and referrals for drug law violations
for those same years in the residence halls total 748.
As for the high numbers of alcohol and marijuana
reports, these students do not seem too bothered.
Geography junior Arnold King said, “No one who smokes

Go
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Since 2002, on Humboldt State’s campus, there have
been noticeable increases in drug violations, burglary, and
sexual offenses.
Chief Dewey said there was a change in what counts as
a drug violation and how to report it, which would explain
the jump in disciplinary referrals for drug violations. In
2003, there were 12 reports on campus - in 2004, there
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campus safe. Chief Dewey said the campus is “relatively
safe.” However, it depends on the person's relation to any

offenses since 2002. For the Clery report, sexual offenses,
include attempted rape, forcible fondling, statutory rape,
and the like.
In 2002, there were two sexual offenses reported on
campus. In 2003, there weren't any. However, in 2004, 2005
and 2006, there were seven in each year.
On Oct. 31, 2004, a woman was attacked while jogging
in Redwood Bowl, and it was reported as an attempted
rape. She fought off her attacker.
In a rape on campus, a woman was forced into her car
and assaulted on April 4, 2006. The University Police has
yet to recognize this incidence as a rape, but a general
sexual assualt.
The most outstanding violation on this campus is drug
and
alcoho!
referrals
and
arrests. In the
fence
Report t/
residence _ halls
alone
between
2002 and 2006,
the total number
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nterim dean of the university library Ray Wang said he is doing his best to handle budget cuts.

Library puts
HSU
vision
to the

test

Heather Brewer
Staff Reporter

Card catalogs sat in place of reference computers.
Turnstiles stood in the doorway of the library at
Humboldt State University. Since the 1970s, the
building has advanced, but the staff wants the future
of the library to be more than just a place for old
books.

Humboldt State University has a vision to offer
students an excellent education and the opportunity
to make a difference. ‘The library is dedicated to this
vision, but the staff faces the task of keeping up with
technology and managing budget cuts.
In 2003, President Rollin Richmond announced
the formation of a Strategic Planning Committee
comprised of faculty, senior administrators and
student representatives to revise Humboldt State's
Strategic Plan.
The summary of this plan, from the office
of the president, states in its vision: “Humboldt
State University will be the campus of choice for
individuals who seek above all else to improve the
human condition and our environment.”
Students working toward this vision - from the
first-day freshman, to the 80-year-old Extended
Education student, to the graduate student, all use
the library.
Interim dean of the university library Ray Wang
said he agrees with many others on campus that
classes should be the priority for a university. As
the university's center, he said, the library fits into
the university's vision as an important piece of the
learning puzzle.
‘The library budget, however, has been continually
cut since before 2003. Librarians have not been able
to purchase new books for the last three years, Wang
said. ‘The library staff, he said, became very creative
in offering an atmosphere that is still conducive to
the needs of students. “Budget cuts are a change we
have to deal with,” Wang said. “Everyone has to live
with less.”
Bob Snyder, Interim Provost and Vice President
of Academic Affairs, said that all administrators on
campus should consider the vision to be a part of the
budgetary process. “Whether or not the Humboldt
State vision is closely connected to the decision to
allocate resources,” he said, “I’m not sure.

The program review that he is facilitating will
eventually include services like the library, and
hopefully the budget will adhere more effectively to
the vision, he said.
Judith Little, chair of the sociology department,
started teaching at Humboldt State in 1980. She said
that university librarians have done an excellent job
compensating for the lack of new books and journals
by supplementing full-text articles on Internet
databases. But, she also remembers the excitement
of flipping through a journal and finding additional
information.
“I think it is horrific that the university maintains
that we want to produce good graduates and
professional research when we take money from the
library,’ Little said.
Printing prices and publishing companies that sell
to corporate entities also affect the library's ability
to budget effectively, said Joan Berman, Special
Collections Librarian at Humboldt State.
“At an eight-to-10

percent

annual

increase

in

journal subscription costs,” she said, “nothing
budgets for that.”
The students have noticed the lack of new books at
the library, but their main concern is the availability
of computers and library staff to help them.
Ampha Mannorind, a senior social work major,
said she thinks the library is really important to the
Humboldt State vision. She said that when she thinks
about studying, she thinks about the library.
Mannorind hasr'’t had a problem finding what
she needs at the library. But she hasn't used all of the
resources because she couldn't find anyone to help
her.

Wang and the library staff worked with Provost
Snyder on plans for a future space in the library
called a learning commons. In this space, students
can get help with writing, math, and research. The
library will collaborate with student services and
academic services, to offer a one-stop academic
fitness center, said Wang.
Berman said one of the best things about the
learning commons is that it will pool service
resources and provide more people to help students.
‘The provost hopes that a small pilot project of this
idea will be implemented in the next year.
No library staff members were fired, but a few
retired recently and were not replaced. That means
more work for remaining staff, at the same pay.
Berman andall the librarians struggle with the lack
of resources for the library. But their commitment to
education is unwavering. “It is about staying true to

the vision,’ Berman said.
got something to say about this article?
comment at www.thejackonline.org
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Don’t step on a crack

> §TOP THE
_ PRESSES!!

New BSS building
already has flaws

Isaura Linares
Staff Reporter
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Now, where is that
Hemp Store?

And so much more...
Solutions
Hemp*Recycled*Organic
1063 H Street Arcata

For several weeks rumors have been circulating
around campus that the Behavioral and Social
Sciences building is unsafe bécause of cracks and
floor lifting that students have seen.
"It's really unnerving to even have the idea in my
head that the ground is settling and that eventually
the building can fall over," said Terra Rentz, President
of Associated Students.
Kristi Janowski is the project manager for
Humboldt State University's Facilities Management.
She was involved in the planning and construction
of the building.
“There are some superficial cracks that you
can see in the flooring and that's got some people The Behavioral and Social Sciences building on the
concerned,” she said. "But that's not a structural south end of campus has raised safety concems
issue, that's an issue of the concrete curing."
despite being a brand new structure this semester.
Not all concrete is made in the same way. Different
applications require different ingredients such as
concrete, Janowski said. Metal trays support the
rock, plastic and dirt. But in general, concrete dries,
stairs themselves. Structurally, the concrete provides
or cures, over a minimum of 30 years, she said.
only a surface to walk on. "If the cracks were big and they occurred in
House inspector for the City of Eureka Ralph
Brady said, "If [the cracks]
structural
members of the
are less than a quarter-inch
building,
that
wide I would think, even in a
“We're having a problem with the
would definitely
building like that, it probably
be something to
is shrinkage. Concrete will
wood floor we're working with right
shrink at different rates.”
now, but that has nothing to do with
seams —
A wall, a ceiling and a
the structure of the building.”
"Cracks on a
floor can all shrink differently,
slab in a floor,
Brady said.
that's nothing to
In addition to cracks in
Kristi Janowski
worry about."
the floors, students are also
Structural
Projectmanager for the HSU Facilities Management
calling attention to the floor
members
lifting in some of the central
containconcrete,
areas of the building.
steel
and
"I think what
they're
rebar, and provide much of a building's structural
referring to is a wood floor,” Janowski said. "We're
integrity. There are several stairways in the building,
having a problem with the wood floor we're working
particularly the outermost stairways, which are
with right now, but that has nothing to do with the
supported by structural members.
structure of the building,” she said.
"If we saw a crack in one of these, in one of the
Contractors are still trying to calculate the
stairways, that would be something to be worried
building temperature because the "moisture and
about," said Janowski. "But it's nothing, those things
humidity in the air that soaked into the wood, made
are fine, they're huge and they're thick and they've
it swell, and there was really nowhere for it go, and so
got so much steel inside holding them all together,
[the floor] got tighter and tighter until it just popped
I would be totally confident with my daughter going
up,” she said.
through that building during a 7.0 [magnitude
‘The system being used to monitor the temperature
earthquake], she said.
of the building is called the Energy Management
Visible cracks in the floor slabs have been a cause
System. Right now the different temperature levels
for concern among students. However, the slab has
are being monitored to make sure the temperature is
nothing to do with the structure of the building,
stable enough to go ahead and fix the floor, Janowski
Janowski said.
said.
"The slabs are just flat concrete, but they're
"I'd rather put peoples’ minds at ease and let them
supported by other things," she said. "It's not the slab
know that it's okay, than have them be nervous or
itself that's supporting [the building], that's just like
spread more false rumors," Janowski said.
the icing on the cake but you've got the cake to hold
the icing beneath it."
The stairs that appear to be cracked and not
got something to say about this article?
supported by structural members are just flat
comment at www.thejackonline.org
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week totals:
Alcohol Violations: 7
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JEFFREY Scapa
ATTORNEY AT Law

In Arcata on the Plaza in!”
Jacoby’s Storehouse.
a
Tel: 707 822-2707"
Text: 707 499-79
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At 3:16 p.m., a theft of a bike occurred over the weekefid Ram behind the Forestryy building. A picnic
basket was stolen along with the bicycle. Officials say Yogi Beart 4
tRigl wa has graced America’s ts
Wanted list for decades, is the prime suspect.
At 1:49 p.m., a bicyclist fell near Plaza Ave. and was transp@e,
Mad.River esi unfity
ambulance. Officers said they hope the incident shows people thi
wage a QO
idea.
eal

CLOTHING
DOCK
1109

11th

Street,

Arcata

822:8288

ie

October 16.
:
5:47 a.m., at Cypress Hall, a student reported a loud noise coming sees
he §
ng.
was checked and officers determined that the noise was coming from a délivery¢tuck att the Jolly Giant
Commons. University officials apologized for the incident and said they are banning the Vvee Ice Ice Cream
Truck from playing the rapper's greatest hits on deliveries before 8 a.m.
At 11:37 p.m., in Cypress Hall, an officer attempted to contact residents for the odor é marijuana but the
residents were not home. It's amazing that this is the only pot bust this week. I haven't been this surprised since
I found out that Gummi Bears have the ability to survive a nuclear explosion.

October19.

Halloween Items!

At 10:45 a.m., at the Student Business Services Building, the smell of gasoline reported from the second
and third floors. It was determined to be caused from a vehicle idling next to the air intake to the building.
When the vehicle left, the smell dissipated. University officials apologized for not being adequately prepared
for the event and said that in the future they will be sure to use a greater number of tree-shaped car air fresheners
for incidents like this.
At 11:19 p.m., At L K Wood at Sunset, two subjects were cited for possession of alcohol on campus. The
subjects said they were sorry for their actions and that all future Hungry, Hungry Hippos tournaments will be
alcohol-free.

Hats

Wigs
Boas

October20.
At 12:42 a.m., a 911 call with no verbal response from a courtesy phone in a lot west of the Jolly Giant
Commons. Officers checked the area and were unable to locate a problem. Inspector Gadget has been assigned
to the case.
October

21 __

.

At 1:18 a.m., a subject was arrested for driving under the influence during a traffic stop in the 1900 block

of H Street. Officers said they knew the subject was drunk after they spotted the individual using the incorrect
finger to flip people off.
At 8:59 p.m., in the Lutheran Church parking lot, a subject was cited for possession of less than one
ounce of marijuana. In case you were wondering, the subject of the sermon that day was, “Answering a higher
calling.”
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60 W. 4th St

Eureka, CA 95501
707-444-9999
One block past the Co-Op —

an

factory!

1580 Nursery
Way

McKialeyville,
CA 95519
107-839-9998
Behind Paul's & Figueiredo's
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Freak out and puke!
Journey through the lab of horrors

HAPPY HHOUR: MON-SAT, 2-5 PM
$2.00 PINTS

Matthew Kruse
Staff Reporter

The Japan Exchange & Teaching Program
© Teach English to Japanese youth in public schools
© Work in local government
offices

Experience Japanese culture
© Gain international
work experience
JET offers: Year-long paid positions, roundtrip air transportation
to Japan, health insurance, training, anc more
Apply by early December 2007 tor Summer 2008 postions.
For more information or to apply. visit our website:

www.embjapan.org/jetprogram/homepage.htm!
Protos TK Lam and J. Donehoo

The amount of clutter in the shop is confusing.
Your eye can't find a place to focus without quickly
becoming engaged by some other oddity. Power
tools, bicycles and giant
beasts compete for attention
from every nook and cranny.
“If you're afraid
Out of the chaos appears a
man with a weed whacker
over his head. The horrible
hum of the spinning blades
quickly gets louder as it
approaches. The man with
dirty work-clothes does not stop until he is at an
uncomfortable distance. The wind from the machine
is felt upon your face. The blades seem only inches
away. Finally, he drops it and with a smile asks,
“What do you think, scary?” This is Duane Flatmo,
50, a local artist.

That is the type of real-life research Flatmo puts
into creating the fourth annual Haunted Kinetic Lab
of Horrors. His crew will be putting in extra hours
and using theis collective experiences to make this
year more entertaining than ever.

Flatmo moved to the North Coast in 1977 when
he was 21,
"Been up here
30
years making
of fear: don’t come.”

Scott Cocking
Kinetic sculpture artist

the community
and has painted
several local murals. These murals include the one
on the new Co-op in Eureka, the back of the Arkley
Center for the Performing Arts and at Pierson
Lumber in Eureka. Flatmo is also known for the
artwork on the Lost Coast Brewery labels. On top of
these projects he creates kinetic sculptures.
The World Championship Kinetic Sculpture
Race takes place every Memorial Day weekend. It is
a 42-mile course that takes three days to complete.
Competitors drive man-powered sculptures’ from
Arcata to Ferndale on sand, water and road.
The Kinetic Lab is a year round facility where
sculptures that enter the race are built. Beside
Flatmo,

990000000TOTOOEI
OOD
Arcata Liquors

Ken

Beidleman,

8229 O44

photo by Elizabeth Hilbig

Hours Sun.8-10, Mon.8-11,
Tue through Thur 8-12, Fri. and Sat. 8-1:30!
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see HAUNTED HOUSE, next page
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Scott

Moxon use the lab as their space for kinetic sculpture
creation. The four artists all work together to create
this Halloween treat.
The Haunted Kinetic Lab of Horrors is a
fundraiser to keep the lab operating. The profits
from the haunt end up covering about half of the
years rent. "We're available Monday the 29th and
Tuesday the 30th to rent for large private parties,"
said Moxon. The Lab of Horrors is open for public
frightening the weekend before Halloween and on
the day of Halloween.
The Lab hosts an open house on the last weekend
in April to cover the remaining costs.
There are some restrictions that concern people
considering attending. The age limit had to be
imposed because of kids having traumatic episodes
that halted the flow of clients. No one under 14

786 OTST ARCATA CA 98827

an

a mark,"
said
Flatmo.
He is a wellknown artist in
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Opposite: A scary creation of Duane Flatmo Ss glares
out on the lab. Ab@ven June Moxon’s corner of the lab
includes

all

sortS.of

fanciful

Below:

including

Duane

this

elephant.

former

Scfipiture Race designs can be found at
Lab. and this freaky face is just one of them

the

figure.

animals,

menacing

616-1119

Flatmo's
BY

Kinet

Kinetr

APPOINTMENT

ONLY

HAUNTED HOUSE
from previous
page

without an adult is allowed and even with an adult,

to frights that the crew has chosen to keep as part of

client's attention where it should be and keeping the
line moving.
The Haunted Kinetic Lab of Horrors hums with
life. It is described as having an industrial sound
quality that adds to the overall ambiance. Against
this backdrop are a number of planned surprises
and grotesque displays, like an old-fashioned
carnival freak show. Brian Slayton, known as
“Funguy" to local Arcata residents will be there as
the scariest clown ever. A room lit with strobes and
composed of checkerboard background, known as
“the disorientation room," will be back, but arranged
differently.
“We always make it better because we learn every

the experience. The reoccurring scenes or monsters

year," said Beidleman.

the cutoff will be 12. People that have seizures should
beware that multiple strobe lights will be used. This
year will also feature a security guard to do a firewatch to ensure the safety of everyone who visits.
Other attendants should not worry much. There
is a "no-touch" policy. Cocking said, "If you're afraid
of fear; don't come."
The crew is committed to making this the best
Halloween experience over the Lab of Horrors’ fouryear run. "We can't just do the same thing," said
Flatmo.

Beidleman said, "We at least add to it," referring

-

Sonia R. Bautista, DMD Inc.
Arcata Dental Office
Cosmetic Bonding
_ Wisdom Teeth
Root Canal Treatment
Ultrasonic Cleaning
Mercury Free Fillings
Nitrous Gas-Stereo Sound
Emergency Core

New Patients
Welcome

will be changed so that it is a completely unique
sight. Over the past three years, the crew noticed

1225

got something to say about this article?

B St.

(2

blocks

from

HSU)

comment at www.thejackonline.org

USE YOUR HEAD

NORTHTOWN

BOOKS

957 H Street
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the line could become rather long. The overall
clutter of the lab often distracted clients and caused
bottlenecks. "We didn't have the layout right, but
have learned how to make it flow" said Beidleman.
The crew is becoming more adept at focusing the
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MY DORM WINDOW WITH MY HEAD TILTED
45 DEGREES TO GET RECEPTION.
U.S. Cellular®
offers you a
30-Day Network Trial that gives
you the space and the freedom to
make sure your phone works where
you want to use it and not just
where you're forced to use it.
U.S. Cellular
is wireless
where you matter most™

FR Us Cellular
getusc.com

1-888-BUY-USCC

30-Day Guerantee: Customer is responsible for any charges incurred prior to return. © 2007 U.S. Cellular Corporation.
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Guest Columns

rs ditorial

“Breaking the
silence;” a
Chinese film

Ring of fires
For those who don't know, major wildfires blaze
across

seven

counties

in

Southern

California

burning at least 272,000 acres thus far. These fires
- at least 15 as of Tuesday - rage in the hills, the
brush and urban areas, including Poway, Malibu

and San Bernardino.

As of yesterday, more than

320,000 residents throughout Southern California

fled the fires, with around 10,000 taking refuge at
Qualcomm Stadium.

Many of the fires show little sign of calming down
soon as the Santa Ana winds create gusts of wind
reaching 75 mph in some places. Some have been
contained, but firefighters barely touched some of
the larger ones, like the Witch Fire in Poway that
baagned at least 145,000 acres already.
These fires are not only burning

the homes of the

rich in Malibu, but the poor as well. These fires have
no class bias.

With at least 1,748 students coming from the San
Diego and Los Angeles area, there may be some on
campus worried about loved ones and friends back
home. If you haven't taking time to call them, you
should.

Make sure they're

OK.

As for the rest of us, we should think positive
thoughts about those facing the blaze - both the
people and the firefighters combating the blaze.
COUNTIES WITH REPORTED FIRES:
San Diego, San Bernadino, Los fagte Orange
County, Riverside, Ventura, Santa Barbara.

Diana Dusheck
Guest Column
v

This year the Chinese Film
Seminar at Humboldt
State
University was presented by
Professor Yan Huang. We saw

two films, “Breaking the Silence’,
directed by Sun
“Shower”, directed
Yang.

Zhou and
by Zhang

Breaking the Silence
As China industrializes, there
are many victims of its success.
“Breaking the Silence” tells the
story of one of these victims just as
Charles Dickens told the story of
the victims of Britain's industrial
age. Sun Liying is a young Chinese
mother with a deaf son, Zheng

Da. The father has abandoned the
family. The local school refuses to

A letter from

a reader

Asmoker’s

California

Department

of Forestry and Fire

Protection: www.fire.ca.gov
Los Angeles Times: www.latimes.com
Orange County Register: www.ocregister.com
San Diego Union-Tribune: www.signonsandiego.

com

Opinions expressedin Lumberjack editorials are
determined by a majority of The Lumberjack

editorial board. They do not necessarily express
the opinions of the univerisity, the Associated
Students or the Department of Journalism and
Mass Communication.

Shower

In Beijing the Liu family runs a
traditional bathhouse for retirees.
One day, the eldest son, Liu Da
Ming, returns home to his family
whom he has not seen for many
years. The sight of his old home
awakens Da Ming's feelings of
affection and duty which he had
suppressed as a young successful
businessman. The name “Liu”
means “to destroy” in Chinese
and to a certain extent Liu has
helped destroy his own family at
the same time as he has helped
modernize China.
Perhaps because the director,
Zhang Yang, studied Chinese

literature

the

film

is rich

in

allusions and symbols. Modern
China has money, but too little

Here's
how to get in.
the forum
- Letters to the Editor:
No more than 350
words
- Guest Columns: No
more than 750 words
- Letters and columns
are edited for grammar
and spelling
- For consideration for
the next issue, please
send letters/columns by
Sunday at 5 p.m.
- Please include your
name, telephone
number and city of
residence
- We also welcome
cartoons, spoof
articles and just
about anything

Send
submissions
to:
teh9@humboldt.edu
(Write “Forum”
in the

subject line)
Fax: 707-826-5921
Mail: The Lumberjack
Gist Hall Room 227
Humboldt State

University

see FILM, page20

Arcata, CA 95521

agenda?
Michael Mannix

For up-tp-date information on the fires, go to:

accept Zheng Da because he can
barely speak. Liying homeschools
her son as she works every day
delivering newspapers. But things
do not get better and better. Zheng
Da remains deaf. Liying is raped.
They both remain _ incredibly
poor. The city turns its back on
their tears.
The actress playing Sun
Liying is Gon Li, who is very
famous in China, and she keeps
this sober look at modern China
both moving and thoughtful.

Letter to the editor

Dear Editor,

Let me get this straight, in
last week's column “Smokers
are people too,’ Jeanne Selden
is looking for sympathy as she
voluntarily participates in an
activity that contributes to the
death ofa halfa million Americans
a year, adds billions of dollars
to health care costs, partakes
in exploitive labor practices,
perpetuates racist, sexist, and
other oppressive ideologies, tests
its product on animals, funds
right wing political interests,
contributes to land, water, and
air pollution, and may be linked
to the deaths of close relatives of
mine that never smoked a day in
their lives? Good luck with that
agenda.
Mannix is a resident
of Arcata, Calif.

The man who
would be king
Tom Jones
Guest Column

For two weeks I have been
quietly soliciting past and present
members of the Humboldt State
faculty to sign a petition affirming
lack of confidence in President
Richmond.
His
disastrous
administrative
style
having
generated
widespread
doubt
concerning
his
competency,
integrity, honesty and purposes,
and he having closed off all
channels of communication and
revealed a character impervious
to and contemptuous of advice or
criticism from students or faculty,
there is nothing left but to get rid of
him. The petition was undertaken
from the conviction that the only
way to accomplish this is to first
embarrass him with a public
demonstration of the extent to

which his ill-conceived behavior
has driven a substantial number of
his faculty to the unprecedented
measure of stepping forward and
identifying themselves as having
no confidence in the man.

I have thus far contacted 88
individuals. Of the 88, exactly 58
have signed their names, including
department
chairs,
program

leaders,

academic

senators, —

emeritus professors, full-time full
and associate professors, full-time
and part-time lecturers and one
adjunct professor. Their academic

fields

include

Anthropology,

Archaeology, Biology, Botany,
Economics, Education, English,
Forestry, Geography, German,
Government and Politics, History,
Kinesiology, Mathematics, Native

American

Studies,

Philosophy,

Physics, Psychology, Social Work,
Sociology, Spanish, Theater Arts,

Women's Studies, and Zoology.
The extent and intensity of the
see KING, next page
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contined from previous page
hostility and disgust expressed
toward this president that I
have encountered is immensely
greater than I had imagined. |
have listened to one instructor
after another narrate his or her
experience of having attempted to
communicate with this president
only to be ignored or rebuffed. I
have also learned that very few of
my colleagues believe much that
he says, too many of them having
once received assurances later
retracted, ignored or nullified
without explanation. And I have
learned that he has alienated
emeritus faculty members to the
point that several have rewritten
their wills, diverting large sums
of money previously marked for
Humboldt State to other nonprofit institutions. Others have
said that they would not give one
penny to Humboldt State as long
as Rollin Richmond remained
president.
Altogether,
this
amounts to a loss of millions of
dollars. One major donor wants

reporters to interview him so that
he can
signing
But
Just as
88 who

elaborate his reasons for
the petition publicly.
to return to my statistics.
important as the 58 out of
have signed on, are the 30

who did not. Excepting two who
opposed the petition altogether,
three who claimed not to know
enough, three emeritus professors
who no longer care and one
unqualified no, the remaining
21 declared themselves with me
in spirit and wished the petition
success, but declined to sign for
one or more of the following
reasons: they were waiting to

see what action the Academic
Senate would take; they were
up for tenure or promotion and
feared the president's reprisals;
they had applied for leave, but
feared the president's reprisals;
their department had a special
project going and they feared
the president's reprisals; they
had requested money from the
president and feared his reprisal;
and then there were those who
would not sign because they did
not trust their colleagues to stand
up in sufficient numbers to protect
them, again fearing reprisals from
the president. Several worry that
voicing their views will escalate
matters, pushing the president
to even greater authoritarian
behavior. Two are so alienated that
while they wished me well, they
have given up on the university.
I have yet to encounter one of
those described by the president's
mouthpiece (Paul Mann) as our

“happy” faculty.
Indeed, were it not for the fact
that a substantial percentage of
the faculty believes their president
so vengeful that they fear his use
of his public office to punish their
exercise of free speech—were it
not for this fear, I would probably
have not 58, but 79, out of 88
signing on.
But if my colleagues are right
about Richmond—if their fear of
a reign of terror is well-placed—
then let him start with me. Let
him take his first reprisal against
me. I dare him. When I release
my petition, I ask the public to
keep watch on him. And if he
dare target any of my colleagues,
rest assured, I will publicize it to
the world.
Meantime, I shall continue
on with my petition, imploring
all Humboldt State faculty, past
and present, from any and all
academic ranks and disciplines
to cast off their fears, contact me,
and sign on in defiance of this
Man Who Would be King.
Jones is a prafessor
of European Cultural History at
Humboldt State.
He can be reached at
707-822-1515
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FILM:
continued from page 18
water and the film uses the idea
of water metaphorically. The
old retirees are refugees from a
modern, heartless, arid world that
is closing in on their bathhouse
as
commercial
development
increases.

One patron is tracked down
by gangsters demanding money.
Just as he about to be beaten up,
the owner of the bathhouse (Liu’s
father) rescues him and tells
the gangsters that “within these

walls” his patrons are safe. The
bathhouse is a sanctuary.
The film is dark and pessimistic
and we do not see the bright sun of
progress, only the huge Citibank
skyscraper looming over China's
capital city. In China, it is not just
communists who hate western
economics. Conservative Chinese

also fear
destroys
identity
identity

western culture because it
Chinese culture. Chinese
is just as strong as Tibetan
or Russian identity.
Liu’s father dies and with
him the bathhouse. The message
of the film is very Chinese: to
abandon the father is very bad
Karma.

Story ideas?

Call: 826-3271

Have an event?
E-mail the info to:
events@humboldt.edu

Letters to the editor?
:
Press releases?
Send it to

thejack@humboldt.edu

4
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Want to advertise?
Call: 826-3259

HSU students?
’ Join the class!
JMC 327

(pre-req JMC 120)

Serving the comin
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Dusheck is a Humboldt
State student.
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#¢ Salmon (about half a pound of for each person
_ for whom you're cooking)

9 Balsamic and red wine viene (just over a
e Honey or ee

sugar

at

_.# © Preheat the oven
to 525 degrees
“:_®
~~

© Slice the garlic - mix the vinegars, honey or
*

brown sugar, about 2 tablespoons olive oil,

and garlic in a bowl and mix well
¢ Place the salmon in the baking pan and
make little cuts in the thicker part of the
salmon to make sure it cooks evenly
¢ Pour the vinegar mixture over the salmon

_ Supplies:

¥

i

longer, so do this step first

e Brown rice

:¢ Asmall pot
pe
small bowls

Start cooking the rice according to its
instructions — brown rice tends to take

38

¢ 1 clove of garlic
e A vegetable of your choice

i. A baking pan

Instructions: n

*

.

¢ Bake for 20 minutes
¢ In the last 5 minutes, steam your vegetables
in the microwave with some water for about
5 minutes
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Can you
do better
than this?
WANTED!
Photography submissions
by you, our readers.
Send your favorite photo to Forum
Editor Torrin Hults, as a JPEG file, at
teh9@humboldt.edu
Write “Forum” in the subject line

Please include your full name and major
Keep in mind that your photo will probably

This week’s photo by:

be printed in black & white

Stephanie Haller, Lumberjack staff photographer
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Members of the Humboldt Roller Deby practice techniques and strategies that will be used in competitions.

Get ready for roller

erby

Hits, injuries, and nicknames are just part of one
of the fastest growing sports in Humboldt County
Colleen Roberts

oe

Staff Reporter

Roller Derby is the fastest growing sport in the
nation, and now Humboldt County has its own
team.

Jennifer McMahon,

who

is known

as Jenneral

Ms.Chief, is the organizer behind bringing Roller
Derby to Humboldt. McMahon says that she was
drawn to Roller Derby by, “the Rock and Roll music,
short skirts, and girls kicking ass.”
In February of 2007, McMahon saw the documentary “Derby Girls” on television. Having never
played or seen a game in person, McMahon was inspired to bring Roller Derby to Humboldt County.
She answered an ad on Craigslist from a derby player in San Diego who wanted to help start a team in
Humboldt. “It got started before I was ready,” said
McMahon, “but Humboldt was ready.”
Sixty women showed up to the first practice last
spring. That number dwindled to 30, then to 14.
Now, membership is climbing again and the Humboldt Derby has 35 full-time members. Training
sessions are hard work. ‘The players practice drills

and grueling strengthening exercises in anticipation
of their first game, or bout, planned for next May.
Humboldt Roller Derby is one of 47 national
teams listed with the Women’s Flat Track Derby Association. Each player on a team must chose a nickname and register it with the Association. No two
players in the league are allowed to have the same
nickname.
Humboldt psychology major Dayoni Hisel-Bernard, known as Day-O-Wreckoning, is currently training for the team. She says she really enjoys
learning skate skills, but for her, “it’s pretty much the
camaraderie with the girls.”
Sarah Sullivan, known as Guts and Gloria, started
roller derby when her baby was three months old. “I
was going to do pottery, but this was more fun.’ Sullivan likes Roller Derby because she gets to exercise
without thinking about it.
One of the most difficult aspects of organizing
a team in Humboldt County was finding a place to

see DERBY, page 24
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A look at one of Humboldt's fastest sports
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Soccer and volleyball in action this weekend
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in review
Garrett Purchio
Sports Editor

Women’s Soccer
With one game left to go, the Humboldt State
women's soccer team is looking to end the season on
a three-game unbeaten streak.
On Sunday, the team ended a ten-game losing
streak when they defeated the Cal State Monterey
Bay Otters in a 1-0 shutout at the HSU Soccer Field.
Freshman forward Kim Carroll gave Humboldt State
the lead in the 40th minute on an assist from sophomore forward Katie Forba. The ‘Jacks’ defense held

the Otters’ offense scoreless for the entire game as
Humboldt State avenged a 1-0 loss to Cal State Monterey Bay on Sept. 28.

On Friday the team took on the San Francisco

State Gators. Neither team found their way onto the
scoreboard as the game ended in a 0-0 tie.
This weekend is the final opportunity to catch the
team before the close of the 2007 season. On Sunday,
the seniors will be honored before their game against
the Sonoma State Seawolves at noon at Arcata High
School.
Cross Country

This past weekend the Humboldt State cross
country teams faced the best teams in the confer-

ence at the California Collegiate Athletic Association Championships in Turlock.
The men’s team, led by Jimmy Elam’s eighth-place
finish, took fourth overall behind Chico State, Cal
State Stanislaus, and UC San Diego. Other runners
who finished in the top 25 were Eric Tibbetts, who
placed 15th, and Jason Lewis, who finished in 21st
place.
The women’s team took eighth place in the field
of 11 teams. The top runner for Humboldt State
was Megan Rolland, who placed 28th overall. Clare
Nowel finished in 33rd place and Irene Graham was
the 40th runner to finish the race.
The next event for the Humboldt State cross
country program takes place in ten days. On Nov. 3
both teams will be in Boise, Idaho for the NCAA Division II West Regional.
Men’s Soccer
The Humboldt State men’s soccer team had a
mixed result this past weekend during two conference games.
Sunday’s game against Cal State Monterey Bay

Community
Health
Fair
Flu Shots, Hearing and Vision Tests
Health Screenings, Snacks and Prizes

A)

see REVIEW,pg. 25
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SERVING THE COMMUNITY
- FOR 39 YEARS

444-9644
Dine in/Take out

Specials:
@ 12 beers on tap
@ Happy hour 11-5 M-F
$1.50 Beers

@

All you can eat buffet
M-F 11-2 pm

215 W. 7th Eureka CA 95501
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ABOVE:
Stefani Baldiviaaka (right),
who is known as “Haute

Sauce,” lines up with the rest
of the roller derby members.

LEFT:

PX
Pu

Sarah Sullivian (left), who is
known as “Guts and Glory” in
derby competition, receives
instruction from coach Joey

y}
ee See

Cuellaraka, who is known as

Are you ready to roll?
For anyone interested, Humboldt Roller Derby has weekly
practices for new members. The
“fresh meat” practices are held
on Wednesdays and Fridays at 6
p.m. at the Eureka Fairgrounds.
For more information on
Humboldt Roller Derby, visit
the official website at:
www.myspace.com/humboldtrollerderby

“Gogetter.”

Enos

DERBY: Sport evolved as an alternative to dance marathons in the 1930’s
continued from page 22
practice. At first, no local skate rinks wanted to take the insurance risk. Recently, the Humboldt Derby started renting space at the Eureka Fairgrounds for their Wednesday
and Friday night practices.
The Derby players each pay $60 per month in dues to
help fund the team and pay for practice space. In addition,
all players must buy their own skates and safety equipment.
Even low-end gear can be expensive, costing up to $150.
Constance Mitchell, AS Student Affairs Vice President,
has been with the Humboldt Roller Derby team since last
May. She started off with basic equipment, but is now so
dedicated to Derby she wants to get higher end equipment
Mitchell is trying to save money for skates that cost $400.
“Im going to have a donation jar in the Associated Students office,” Mitchell said.
Roller Derby has come a long way from its beginning
in the 1930s when it was created to replace dance marathons. Movie depictions like Raquel Welch's “Kansas City
Bomber” or Mickey Rooney and Marilyn Monroe in “The
Fireball,” emphasized the theatrical aspects of Derby. ‘The

new resurgence in amateur Roller Derby Teams started in
2002 and with it the desire from players to be considered
athletes first. “I want our team to be in the sports pages,’
said McMahon. “A jam is really fast. It’s like watching basketball.”
‘The Official Women's Flat Track Derby Association
Rulebook is over 80 pages long. Elbows and slamming
into other players is not allowed and can cause a team to
receive a penalty. Each team has five payers on the track at
one time: three Blockers, one Jammer, and one Pivot. Each
bout consists of a number of Jams

During a Jam, the players all start in a pack skating in
the same direction; the two teams Jammers start 20 feet be-

hind the pack. The Blockers try to prevent the other teams
jammer from passing.

‘The Jammer, who wears a hat with

a star over her helmet to distinguish herself from the other players, is the one who can score points for the team
by passing the opposing teams blockers. During a bout,
it the Jammer gets tired, she can pass off her star to the
Pivot, who will then become the Jammer for the remain-

der of the jam. If a player is placed in a penalty box for
unsports-women-like behavior, the opposing Jammer will
earn points each time she passes the penalty box.
Derby is a dangerous sport and many of the players have
already suffered injuries. Team member Krista Miller, who
is known as Miller Time is one of the most experienced
skaters on the team. She said that as long as you can learn
to fall responsibly, Derby is as safe as any other sport.
Humboldt Roller Derby encourages anyone, 21 years
and older, who wants to try it out to come to their “Fresh
Meat” practices on Wednesdays and Fridays at 6 p.m. The
team has recently purchased skates and safety equipment
to borrow on a first-come, first-served basis.
“Roller Derby is going to be a wave that hits Humboldt
County,’ said McMahon. “We're a force to be reckoned
with”
For more information, visit the Humboldt Roller Derby

MySpace at www.myspace.com/humboldtrollerderby

Get somethingto say about this Article? Commentat:
www.thejackonline.org
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REVIEW: Volleyball returns home this weekend _

Run to the

continued from page 23

didn't go Humboldt State's way as the Otters were

board in the second half. However, Humboldt State's

victorious by a score of 3-0. Cal State Monterey led

offense couldn't produce either as the ‘Jacks were
held to three points in the final two quarters. The
loss dropped the team’s record to 2-6.
‘The ‘Jacks have the upcoming weekend off, but
will return to action next Saturday night in the Redwood Bowl. At 6 p.m. Humboldt State takes on the
Western Oregon Wolves in the ‘Jacks’ final home
game of 2007.
Volleyball
It was a tough weekend for the Humboldt State
volleyball team as the ‘Jacks lost a pair of conference

2-0 at halftime and added one second-half goal to
sweep the season series. The men’s team is currently
7-11-1 overall and 3-9-1 in the CCAA.
On Friday, Humboldt State's offense and defense
shut down the Gators in the ‘Jacks’ 2-0 victory over
San Francisco State. Sophomore midfielder Roland
Demombynes and freshman forward Elliot Richards
each tallied a goal in the first half. In the second half
Humboldt State's defense took the spotlight as the
‘Jacks prevented the Gators from scoring and pre
served the team’s sixth shutout win of the season.
This Sunday marks the final game of the season
for the men’s soccer team. At 2:30 p.m. the ‘Jacks will
take on the Sonoma State Seawolves at Arcata High

LAKE

road games in Southern California.
On Saturday, the ‘Jacks faced the Cal Poly Pomona Broncos. In the end the ‘Jacks could not over-

come the Broncos’ attack as Cal Poly Pomona swept
Humboldt State 3-0. Senior outside hitter Olivia Sol-

School.

Football
The Humboldt State football team’s road woes
continued as the ‘Jacks lost their fourth road game
of the season in a 17-10 defeat at Dixie College on
Saturday.
‘The Rebels, who lost to Humboldt State earlier
this season, built an early lead that the ‘Jacks could
not overcome. Dixie College led 14-0 after the first
quarter, with their scores coming off an interception return and a seven-yard touchdown

CAYINO

PLUE

omon led the ‘Jacks with seven kills and junior setter

Liz Shannon had a team-high 26 assists.
Humboldt State's game against Cal State Bernardino a day earlier also ended in defeat for the
‘Jacks. The Coyotes defended their home court in a
3-0 sweep of Humboldt State. Junior outside hitter
Mallory Briney led Humboldt State with seven kills
and Shannon was the team’s leader in assists with

Score $1 pints, the game on 7 TVs, and your chance to win
a plasma TV AND a trip to the Probowl in Honolulu, HI.

18.

After spending eight of their previous nine games
away from the gym, the ‘Jacks can look forward to a
four-game homestand that begins this weekend. On
Friday Humboldt State faces the Cal State Monterey
Bay Otters. The following day, the ‘Jacks take on the
Sonoma State Seawolves. Both games are at 7 p.m. in
the East Gym.

pass. Ju-

nior quarterback Brian Hildebrand cut Humboldt
State’s deficit in half when he scored on a one-yard
touchdown story. Dixie College added a field goal
just before halftime to take a 17-7 advantage into the
locker room.
The ‘Tacks’ defense kept the Rebels off the score-
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Indigo Halloween

every friday « 9 pm
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Hip-Hop, Top 40, and Funk!

Party
+ 8 PM

All night long

until 2 am.

ALL DRINKS 1/2 PRICE TILL

MIDNIGHT!

No cover, 21 and over only.

¢ $1000 in

cash and prizes at the North

Coast's
#1
EVERY FRI: DJ STICKY
FINGAZ

¢ $1

Insanity Saturdays

Schnapps

e Party

every saturday « 10 pm
Come dance with the best DJs that
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Humboldt County has to offer at the new
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Above: Jamie Banister and Eric Rhea as

the fence (from left to right) are Robin Di Cello, Chisana White, and Megan Hughes.

Melinda Spencer
Staff Writer

Imagine a life when the California water shortage
is so severe that you have to pay to pee.
This is the problem facing the poor folks in the
musical “Urinetown.” When the water shortage became too severe, Caldwell B. Cladwell, owner of
the Urine Good Company, handled the situation.
Cladwell closes down all private restroom facilities
in the city and opens up public urinals that citizens

must pay to use.
The urinals run by Urine Good Company's agents
are dirty, expensive and constantly the host of long
lines. The poor people of the town are being bled dry
of the little money they have but do not dare use other facilities for fear of being sent to the dreaded Urinetown. None of the citizens actually know where
Urinetown is or why they fear it, but each person
has his or her suspicions and the authorities do their
best not to confirm or deny anything.
Rae Robison and Elisabeth Harrington directed
the play and performed by Humboldt State University students. It will be performed in the John Van

Duzer Theatre the weekends of October 25-28 and
November 1-3.
Actors and directors alike are happily anticipat-

ing sharing this kooky story with Humboldt state
students and the surrounding community. Clayton
Cook, the narrator and chief of police known as Officer Lockshock, the “Nazi-esque” man in charge of
upholding the water preservation codes, could not
be happier to be a part of Urinetown.
“The show is a whole lot of fun,” he said.
‘The play is smart and ridiculous and makes fun of
the standing foundation of the musical theatre world
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Right: The cast of Urinetown.

while being less than serious with itself at the same
time.

Cladwell, played by Keith Renouf, is your typical
bad guy as the head of Urine Good Company. His
character is the reason for the suffering of the poor
citizens waiting in line to pee. “You have to think of
the bad guy not as a bad guy but as a guy with good
intentions,’ Renouf said. “It’s never as easy as ‘you're
right and they're wrong: You have to understand the
conflict within the character.”
While at times it does seem as though Cladwell
really does have the environment's best interest at
heart, it is apparent that big piles of money have a
great deal to do with his decision to conserve water
through paying toilets.
The upbeat, cheery music of the show is in the
typical style of most musical theatre classics such

as “Wicked” or “Hairspray,” but don't be fooled by
the candy-coated exterior, this is no typical Broadway musical. “Why is the music so happy when the
words are so sad?” Little Sally asks during one of the
songs. “This is a musical,’ Officer Lockstock returns.
“The music has to be happy.”
Bobby Amirkhan, who plays the upright bass
in the show's band, said that this play is unlike any
other show he has played for. “There aren't quite as
many ballads or jazzy tunes in this musical as there
were in ‘Chicago’ or ‘Kiss Me, Kate, which allows a
bassist to have more fun, but it’s still fun music to
play,’ said Amirkhan.
And what is the often whispered about Urinetown? “Well, you'll have to see the show,” said Cook.

Got something
to say about this article? Comment
at www.thejackonline.org
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Humboldt State musical takes a glimpse into a water
scarce California
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A glimpse into the center of local jam band Nucleus
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Visiting Herbalist

Megannraye Sutton
Staff Writer
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A nucleus is defined by the Webster's Dictionary as a
basic or essential part of something larger. A nucleus is a
central point - it is a core.
“That's kind of what we are,” said Pete Ciotti, drummer
of The Nucleus.
At the heart of the Humboldt music scene lie the members
of The Nucleus. For over seven years, the locally spawned
band has been evolving and perfecting the unique sound
they now call their own. On Saturday, Oct. 20, The Nucleus
held their CD release party for their sixth album ‘Love
and Gold; which the band calls their most comprehensive
album to date.
The Nucleus’ sound is a jazzy, beer-drinking, hippiedancing type of music that seems to fit Humboldt County
well. Don't be fooled though. ‘The Nucleus has a flip side.
When they are not busy crooning out rock/jazz/bluegrasstype music for their hippies, the members of The Nucleus
are bonafide ballers in a quality Humboldt hip-hop group
photo by Stephanie Haller
called Subliminal Sabotage.
“We
infiltrate
any’ way a can,’. said keyboardist
Brian; Swizlo. atNucious
bassist Steve Webb plays
.
:
wre
Jambalya last Saturday during the
The Nucleus (formerly known as just ‘Nucleus’) started pang’s CD release party.
off as a jazz/acid rock trio experiment in 2000. For five
years founding members Piet Dalmolen, Steve Webb and Pete Ciotti toured the U.S. and played almost
1,000 shows nationwide. One fateful day, they met B. Swizlo out in Colorado, who was asked to join. He
accepted the offer, and performed for the first time as part of the band on Nov. 5, 2005. The fourth and final
dimension to the band was finally added and the true life form of The Nucleus emerged.
After almost two years of working on their new album, the band says that they are more than satisfied
with the final outcome.
“It’s the best-looking record to date...there was no reason to rush it,”” said Swizlo.
This time the band hired a graphic designer for some incredibly visually appealing cover art in hopes of
pushing the band to a new level. “It’s the whole package,” said Swizlo.
‘The album represents of some of their experiences and stories from the road over the pest: two years, said
lead singer Piet(pronounced

* ‘Pete’) Dalmolen.

—

Mon.-Sat:: 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Batt

Sunday: 11 a.m.-5 p.m.
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“It's a concept
album...it
tells where we've been and the
struggles we've been through,” he
said. “It will make you laugh, it
will make you cry...It’s something
from the heart.”
The title track “Love and Gold”
is a modern day adaptation of the
Beatles’ “All You Need is Love.”
The chorus goes: “All you need is
love and gold, one can't be traded
for the other, when the timeline
shows you're old, spend as little
without one or the other.”
The meaning?
“It's self
explanatory,’ said Ciotti. “All you
need is love...but you kind of use
a little money too.”
“It's kind of the yin-yang
thing,” said Dalmolen.
Back to The Nucleuss baller
status:
At the same time The
Nucleus was making their album
‘Love and Gold; they were working
on a completely different music
project with their other band,
Subliminal Sabotage.
Subliminal
Sabotage
_is
a “collective
mindset”
that
incorporates about 20 members
of local musical groups including
The
Nucleus,
The
Bump
Foundation
and
Moo-GotToo. These groups play classical
instruments that sound like they
are straight out of the orchestra pit
on the same tracks that a group of
Southern Humboldt hustlers rap
about living in the hills, “dead
presidents,” and hanging out in
their greenhouses all day.
Together, Swizlo and Dalmolen
(aka P. Demolition) produced
the album ‘Future Hits of That
Humboldt Shit. The album was
released on Aug. 1, 2007 and
features members of Nucleus and
the Subliminal Sabotage crew.
Swizlo co-wrote all the songs on
the album except two. The album
features various Humboldt hiphoppers such as Potluck and Mr.
Garth-Culti- Vader among others.
They even threw in the title track

from the new Nucleus album.
Last year Subliminal Sabotage
performed
at Reggae
Rising
in Redway, Calif.
“Subliminal
Sabotage makes it so we have the
cool Southern Humboldt and

Northern Humboldt connection,’
said Swizlo. Its a movement...a
cooperative of musicians that care.’
Swizlo said that at future
shows, they are considering
switching musical styles back and
forth, from a Nucleus song one
minute to a Subliminal Sabotage
song the next.
“It keeps us motivated...it lets
us become musical,” said Swizlo
on the band’s split personality.
As for The Nucleus’ future
plans? They are looking for a label,
someone who believes in what
they do and will “go all the way.’
“We don't want someone who will
‘kind-of’ do it,’ said Ciotti. But
going all the way is by no means
selling out, he said. “We wouldn't
change our integrity, we're not
going to sign our lives away.”
“It’s been a funny seven years...
were going to evolve for another
seven years,’ Ciotti said.
Whether it’s in The Nucleus,
Subliminal Sabotage, or any
other band they've been a part of,
the band members just want to
continue to do what they do best
- make good music and reach the
fans. It’s all about the grass-roots
effort, said Swizlo.

“You make one fan at a time,”
he said. “We go out there and meet
fans, treat them well...buy them a
beer. When people feel your good
intentions, it works for everyone.”
“We're destined to reach people...
play good concerts and make good
records,” said Ciotti. “We're gonna
play until our arms fall off”

~ Got something to say about
this article?
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Jesus Christ Superstar
featuring Living Colour’s Corey Glover as Judas

Jan.8
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www.humboldt.edu/centerarts
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Chris Parreira & John

Craigie * 8 PM* $5 door/
==

Karaoke w/ Chris Clay

22 adv

orkingMan’s Ed,

9PM

Pete Ciotti/Autumn Royal
8 PM * No Cover

| Six Rivers

Lotus

Brewery

Moonshine (Alice in
Chains cover band) «8 PM

2
2

Ft. Stu

Open Mic +7 PM

Allen of JGB* 10 PM
“Urinetown:
The Musical _

African American Creating
Community Reception
6PM
Muddy’s
Hot Cup

Six Rivers’
Brewery

W. Soccer v. Sonoma 11:30

8 PM* $10 students/
$15 general
|

Mens Soccer v. Sonoma

2PM

the blakes & zack institute

Urinetown:
The Musical

Bump Foundation «9 PM

8 PM « $10 students/
$15 general

no cover

*8 PM

Facepilot * 10:30 * $5 cover

Lila Nelson & Kenny Edwards * 8 PM « Free
Supernatural Radio Band
3 PM « Action Friend * 9 PM

Sinner’s Ball - Costume

HSU student Jazz Combo
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Reggae Night - 10 PM
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Contest * 10 pm

Blue Lotus Jazz * 7:30 PM
Free

| Six Rivers
Brewery

Halloween Weekend Pirates of the 6Argh

}

BLVD w/ SoulEye * 10 PM
S.0.S. Trio w/ Chris Wixen,

Jimi Jeff, & Angelo * 8 PM

Muddy’‘siireees
8

Art Reception Brian Allison
w/ Jazz Nights 8 PM « Free

Hours Party * 10 PM* $10

pr
ae= |

Ladies Night Karaoke

Lucious Ladies @ 9 pm no cover

Six Rivers
| Brewery

Karaoke w/ G-Money
7:30 PM ©

PA

duck hunters & good word

a

Meeting for Former Foster

ile

§ Youth at HSU «5:30 PM

Thurston Moore * 9 PM

cs

|

Pos

|

Meeting for Former Foster

bal §= Youth at HSU © 5:30 PM

Humboldt Bay Brass Band

Monday Night Football

8 pm ° $7 gen/$3 students
David Hintz + 8 pm ¢ Free

Friday, Oct. 26"

Tuesday, Oct. 30°”

Urinetown the Musical

Pm

Freaky Fridays w/ DJ Ray

7:30 PM «$15 gen/ $10
Los

9:30 PM « No Cover
Informal Recital * Noon
No Cover

| Mazzotti's Ane

Lutan Fyah °9 PM

‘e3
Pearl Louse

Arcata =
aE

Volleyball v. Monterey Bay

$8 gen/ $3 student/ free

Sunday

with current ID
online event

calendar: the best way

J

| Six no

| Brewery

students

(ON | Sunny Brae Jazz Trio * 8 PM
:

Pool Tournament

Rocktoberfest + 10:30 pm «

$5 buy in

$8 adv/$10 door
Halloween
in Space feat.

Math Club Meeting

Mixmaster Crushington

2:30 PM

9:30 PM: $5
Volleyball v. Sonoma
7PM

Juce

thejackonline.org

Wandering Menstruels 8 PM

Everyone Productions
Present: Ponche @ 8 pm

Official Snoop Dogg After

1% ,

Hot Cup

9 pm - $5 cover
Tavern

Brewery

9PM

Indigo Halloween Party @
—

Six Rivers7aN

Monday, Oct. 29"
Ladylike Open Mic w/ the

dirty rats republican &

$15 general

$7 gen/ $3 students

| Muddy’s

Karaoke w/ Chris Clay

Urinetown:
The Musical
8 PM «$10 students/

Sao -

8 PM

Oct. 28

Can Kickers & Striped Pig .
9 PM Free

Muddy’'s
Hot Cup

Latino Creating
Community Reception

aa)

to stay informed

5PM
or keep others

informed

inhumboldt

county

;

3534 Broadway, Eureka
443-5464

Ppp 2 Beets Fass
777 Casino Way, Blue Lake
877- 252 - 2946
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1. register on thejackonline.org

inteceedhpatacsamtsssetey

1. go to: thejackonline.org/calendar

§07 2nd St, Eureka
28

223-01

Lounge

...... sculopabscineAnatosa Wkeibidepeieass

—

535 Sth St, Eureka

o

2. click on “add an event”

1603 G St, hicate

268-8888

7738thSt,Arcata

Arcata ~=™

822-1900

RRO sso. saseecs

LHOCCuPRey

3. insert the information you want on
the calendar

744 9th St, Arcata
822-3731

415

Red Fox
| Tavern

4. need help? call the lumberjack
staff at 826.3271

5th St, Eureka
269-0282

:
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“1300 Central Ave,
McKinleyville ° 839-7580
vases Tesieqv ed enamnaaiasste ita:

826-1 195

915 H St, Arcata
822-4766
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2461 Alain,

want to have your event in the
calendar?

calendar:

the best way to stay informed - or keep others informed - in Humboldt County

8-9am
highway to hell
with dj justin powers

10-12pm
the bing and
shern show

with

9-11am
dj dub cowboy

“momings"”
12-1pm

two hours of new reggae & dancehall

the nikki show
with nikki
“the place to go to free your muffin

music - more info @ massiverespect com

13pm

11-1ipm
its all for you

with dj BlueSky “here's the freshest indie

SO vague with dj fish

hip-hop
& requests’

alt music 's so vague"

3-Spm
the-not-so-silent set

12pm
spectacle radio with anni staccato

with dj ck

‘music for the visually impaired”

2-3pm
anything you want

5-8pm
spontaneous
combustion

with the delsigne

with dr. thiele &
mixmaster tiffany

&-10pm
la vaca

dj justin

roCa with dj ro

anything and everything you want”
3:5pm
stolas radio with blendz
5-6pm
anyways you want it
with dj [hexWarnor]

you won't like this
with chet wheatley in the pm

“guarenteed to play songs you
don't like

100% requests'"”

&-8pm
athletics anonymous
with kyle kaufman

highway

roofie radio

8-10pm
to hell

with dj north korea & justin powers

with dj julian & angie

10pm- 12am
_ monday meltdown

9-11am
shakin’ pudding
with mama

wolf &

sweet sweetback
“rmmm feets so good”

11-12pm

from the bowels of
gist hall with mister x
12-ipm

the green room
with mike green

12pm

anything you want
returns with the deisigne
“anything
and everything
you want, stiff”

resinated radio
with dj micNearth
‘tune in and get elevated’

3-4pm
:
spontaneous combustion
with mixmaster tiffanie
& dr Claire ‘part deux'”

4-6pm
magic time
with @j ballzy “god bless the
good music”

in you direction
with darth fader

8-109m

dip into the stash

with dj pat

from

the depot

dial

6077

from
dial
from

pe

phone:

“hip-hop, funk
& soul”

10-11pm
the show that
should not be
with dj blackbeard
scarlet bigonias
with emily

your
phone:
707.826.6077
the

12-iam
genX for genY with jeanne
.
12am
hour of steez with flo

internets:

www.krfih.net

11-12am
the duke raul show
with duke raul!
1-:2am
la vaca loca with dj ro

wednesday
°

69am
the anonymous morning
Show with dj fathead
11am
world dance with ametia broccol

11-12pm
audio audacity
“defintely
good times!”
12-ipm
phun time with melissa!
1-2em

get comfy and listen up!
with dj jackson
2-3pm

carpe diem with marisa

“i bnng
the tunes. you bring the booze

gist relations/beer thirsty
with dj peppersteak

56pm
one whole hour of one whole album each

scents and subtle sounds
With iccutus
9-10am
the best party ever!
with dj darlene

audio audacity

do this because
care”
7-8pm

dj k dub loves it

me!
so awesome!
with kelsey
& elan

10-12am
the garden party session
with dj juarez

midnight madness!
with mixmaster tifanie

“the place to go to free your muffin

10:11am

with the proma

breakfast of champions

11-12pm

with dj aia

news humboidt

stay

on campus!

solid gold480'ss

12-1pm

with colleen & marisa!

= high tea with dj joycepop

—3.25m

12pm
get comfy and listen up!

mixtape masterpiece
with dj ont bing §

2 diferent

with dj jackson

‘a

lor a different

en

.

day

resinated radio

with dj micNearth

Som

2:32pm
humboldt roots
with ashcomp

5pm

the metal health hour
prescribed by elan

~—iet's boogie with dj nicky nick

$-6pm

_—with dj darlene

67pm

another hour of steez

_ with flo “hip-hop, funk& soul”

7-89m
local lixx

local tunes
local
tun

panda

11:12pm
the humboldt report

with dj crazy

for your listening

8-9pm

9-10pm
the show that should not be — dubious-d
Gelivers delicious tunes
with dj blackbeard

:
8-9am
world music with dj flutterbye
9-10am
the nikki Show with nikki
cave beneath
the camival

whole week wih dj aulomaton — the best party ever!
6-7pm

9-10pm
the duke’s show

10:11am

in the asylum with dj delirious

‘lies
highway to hell
with

justin powers

11-1pm

78am
humboldt roots

with tennessee jed ‘the best of the
jam scene designed
to make you
split open and melt”

rock lobsieh! it's b=

lotta lobstah love!

falling through days
with dj 40B ‘a i’ somethin’ hip-hop

W somethin’ somethin’

12:2am
my house with dj skeetskeet
“newest exclusive bay

;

awkward music

presented awkwardly by greg
1-2pm

so vague
with dj fish
alt music iS SO vague”

2-4pm

NeRPSID

the nerdapalooza
program show!

radio

Word n3rd

4-6pm

i feel like i'm getting
smarter than my own
brain

with dr. thiele

§-8pm
how much do you love
your vinyl?
with dj brother brett

5-7pm
the green room
with mike green

a

saturday

friday

thursday

vinyl the love @t deserves”

audio audacity
your inner self wants it

9-10pm
dubious with dubious d
“deviating from the norm”

10-12am
the dj dogshow show

with dj dogshow
“where everything happen
then
it does

12-2am

the super sonic

sound show

with dj ovary action
‘ll pollute your airways”

area hip-hop.”

11:12am
sweet bread live

withdj fathead

12:2am
the doctor is in
with dr. thiele “angry music about
nothing, prescribed by dr. thiele”

monday-friday

on

at

3pm.5pm&7pm
the KRFH

news team brings you

local

and

national

sports,weather,

and

news

editorials

entertainment!

Wed., October 24, 2007
thejackonline.org
Wellness
HSU

AA

ack-U Vers
Pick
Money Or

MEETINGS

g. Pay Util

now meet in SBS Building
Room 405. Call 442-0711 for
more information. Marijuana
Anonymous

meets’

with Cash!

every

Wednesday night from 7-8pm

Your ad can be here.

in BSS Room 211, 618-9228.

Call our ad office at

Used Truck

(707) 826-3259

;
5.8 LITRE

linpads@humboldt.edu

1988

DOOR. TWIN

FOUR

CAB. 6

seat

belts, full bed lumber rack,
grat for gear trips. Rafting
Surfing Runs Strong 128 miles

600 F STREET - ARCATA

Story ideas or suggetions?
Call the newsroom at

(located next to Longs Drug)

Locally Owned « Convenient Parking

(707) 826-3271

post-haste@humboldt1.com

thejack@humboldt.edu

825-82 95 phone: 825-897 1 fax

$4700 obo 496-2090.

Rent-A-Rower
NEED

ANY

Full Service

PHYSICAL

Family

LABOR/ dirty work done
around the house? Support
HSU Men's Crew by renting a
rower. Call Pat (307)299-4700

or email
edu.

iD

Pee

TIN

we

AY

WAN

Salon

RANA

A4h
VY LAY
\

We Buy, Sell
& Trade

|

trwl7@humbodt.

CAN

it

MAILMAN

BUYS
BOOKS,
including
TEXTBOOKS for cash or
trade credit. Huge selection,
open daily. Corner of 10th &

H Arcata 822-1307

On the Plazo 744 9th Street
822-3731
Phone Orders
v1
A

V

Packaged Costumes OR
Build-Your-Own Costume
from 100s of colorful, unique shirts,
skirts, pants, shoes, sparkles &
accesories for both men & women.

Yi

Fang

|

Two For Tuesday

Huth Puppies, Com Dogs

Buy Get T1V2 Prce.

Bud in the Can, Jello Shots
Oly Specials
,

$30 Dinner Special
2 Dinner Entrees
1 Appetizer

H

» Hot Dogs,

Hot Wings, Deep Fried Dill Pickles,

on the Plaza in Arcata
Laryest
local

selection
plass

ths oe

Sinan,

of

Steamer
Clothing

Hookahs

Huge

Saturday,

“Encinas
ee

Fries,

.
4
:
Halibut, Teriyaki Ginger Tofu, Chicken
Katsu, Blue Hawaiian, Mai Tais

October 25th

Odober

Art

selection

golf

Cheese

irish Flag Shots, Guiness,
50¢ off Irish Whiskeys

Volcanoes

Glass

Mussels,

|

Poaha Luau Thursdays

& Hash,

rn

pieces

in Humboldt

KOUTA

of

accessories

815 9th St., Arcata
822-7420

t
|

Trailer Park Mondays

louperts
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ORCHESTRA

a

713
TIX
WWW

& K23

AL HOWARD

WORKS,
THE
AVAILABLE AT
PASSTONPRESENTS.COM

THE

PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS
TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS

|
@ RED

FOX

’
TAVERN

PASSIONPRESENTS.COM
AND
METRO,
COM/PASSTONPRESENTS
MYSPACE

YOUR
COMPLETE
BIKE SHOP
Viountam

WEL IALLZE L)

seven

(@cycies

Biking

Road biking

oa
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CLEARANCE

a.

Sun-Thurs:

Cae

noon - I lem

Fri-Sat: noon - lam
COFFEEHOUSE

1

OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS
CORNER 5TH & J. ARCATA
822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS
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